
CAPABILITIES PAST PERFORMANCE
Analytical Services: Subject matter expertise
supporting mission-related tasks to acquire
data and develop a scalable, technical
architecture to enable consumption of
prepared datasets.

The DataHaven team is providing DevOps Engineering
and Automation support for Big Data Platforms in AWS
GovCloud, supporting contracts with U.S. Cyber
Command, Air Force, Army, MARFORCYBER, and the
Coast Guard. Daily operations, maintenance and
upgrades are supported and/or led by the DataHaven
team.

Our cloud certified experts have diverse experience in cloud platform administration,
engineering and architecture development. Our expertise in cloud architectures

gained through years of support for the Intelligence Community and multiple
branches of the Armed Forces, allows DataHaven Solutions to provide valuable

insight and lessons learned to mission partners and their customers.

Cloud Services: Design and implement
scalable, distributed systems, leveraging
cloud computing technologies and prepared
datasets.
Software  Engineering: DH Solutions
software engineers and
developers have experience working in
mission-critical environments to design
cloud agnostic, end-to-end solutions.
Big-Data Architecture: Subject matter
expertise and experience
in Big Data Cloud implementation, core
modernization, and data ingestion. 

DataHaven Solutions is providing Lead Data Architect
services for Data Migration efforts for DCSA.  This
includes leading the effort to migrate disparate data
sources to modernize their overall architecture.

DataHaven Solutions has experienced Data Scientists
supporting Big Data Platform/ Unified Platform.
Services include training and analyzing data sets as
well as developing code for data parsing and
transformation to perform ETL functions.

> IC GovCloud
> Enterprise Data Cloud
> DHS Data Framework Project
> (BDP) Big Data Platform
> (UP) Unified Platform
> Built prototype systems for the Intelligence community to
provide Big Data platform solutions to support complicated, high
speed data analytics.
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Data Science and Machine Learning:
DataHaven's Data Scientists support
customer machine learning projects using R,
Python, and Scala on Apache Spark and
share reproducible research to deploy to
test and production environments, both on
premise and in the cloud.


